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ABSTRACT

This thesis examines the contents of the Shaw Brothers’ erotic films directed by Li Han-Hsiang in the 1970s. The investigation focuses on Li’s erotic films as a reflection of the emergence of the soft-porn/erotic genre in Hong Kong.

Directed by Li Han-Hsiang, the first *fengyuepian* (erotic films, literally translated as wind moon films) emerged in Hong Kong in the early 1970s. Hong Kong, as a result, is the first Chinese society which has ever released Chinese erotic films on cinema circuit.

In light of specific historical background, this thesis raises several questions: (a) What defines *fengyuepian*?; (b) Why did *fengyuepian* come out in this particular place (Hong Kong) in this particular time (the 1970s)?; (c) What are the characteristics of Li Han-Hsiang’s *fengyue* films?

From my study, I intend to argue that Hong Kong has established its unique erotic cinema within the erotic genre. It could be the reason of the distinctive Chinese characteristics of the *fengyue*. But more importantly, through this study, I am hoping to contribute to the understanding of erotic cinema in a particular modern Chinese context.

This research is expected to shed new light on the history of the Hong Kong erotic cinema, which has been rarely touched by academic researchers.
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